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WHAT’S NEW?

Content
Creativity is a never-ending process. At Balta 
we’re always looking to extend our offer, 
aiming to inspire with innovative technologies 
and refreshing styles. With this second edition 
of Novelties we’re excited to invite you once 
again to take a look inside our world of colours, 
textures and patterns.

Discover the latest products added to 
established favourites Wild Luxury, e-ssential 
and more. Or have a peek at new and 
upcoming collections from our different brands. 

Do you favour Legacy’s take on the velvet 
trend, the purist look of Nature Rainbow or 
Fluid&’s perfectly imperfect tiles? The ideal 
flooring choice for every purpose or taste is 
just a page turn away…

© Balta December 2019. All rights reserved.  
This publication may not be reproduced, copied or modified in any way without the permission of Balta Group.
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Balta carpets is known for its expertise 
in tufted and woven wall-to-wall carpet made 
from polypropylene.

CAPTIQS is a producer of technical and residential 
needle punched non-wovens.

Balta home is a well-known Belgian producer 
of mechanically woven and tufted rugs.

ITC stands for high-quality residential  
wall-to-wall carpet made from polyamide.

Renowned as a professional, customer-focused 
producer of textile floor coverings, Balta encloses a 
range of brands excelling in the manufacture of carpets 
& tiles for residential and commercial spaces.

About the brands

HAPPY READING!

RESIDENTIAL COMMERCIAL

LCT First and LCT Home offer a wide range of 
multi- functional carpet tiles for residential use.

LCT PRO is the brand of carpet tiles for the 
international commercial market.

arc edition offers an extensive range of commercial 
wall-to-wall carpets. The brand offers both  
ready-to-go collections on stock or custom-made 
designs created on demand.

Commercial flooring 

modulyss makes high-quality carpet tiles and 
always aims to inspire, across the world but 
with a sustainable approach.
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hot
design

Nature flatweave 
at your fingertips
Discover the website & 
explore the creativity 
of Nature flatweave 
carpet collection.

Discover all this at 
naturecarpet.com

stock collections
be inspired by a la carte
filter a la carte designs

view nature carpets in homes
fitting guidelines

caring for nature carpets
download technical information

Capture the beautiful colours of the great outdoors with the 
striking flatweave patterns of Nature Rainbow, a carpet range 
for indoors and out. Each of the four flatweave designs are 
available in four striking colourways full of rich harvest tones, 
summer sky blues and field greens 
to bring homes closer to nature. 

PREVIEW 2020

Carpets influenced 
by nature, ready  
to inspire you

The Nature flatweave 
carpet collection features 
beautiful flatweave 
textures suitable for 
outdoor or indoor use. 

Made with StainSafe® the collection 
brings the woven look of natural carpets 
without the fussy maintenance.

Now through a new website, you can 
explore the creative possibilities of 
woven styles from Balta by browsing 
stock collections, or discover a range of 
inspirational A la Carte designs. visit naturecarpet.com today

Search by colour, pattern or collection 
to see an incredible array of styles, or 
use them as inspiration for your very 
own custom flatweave carpet. 

A la Carte carpets can be ordered from 
just 680 m2. With a gallery of lifestyle 
images, as well as specialist fitting 
instructions required for these styles, 
the website is the first point of call for 
anything related to practical flatweave 
carpets.

Nature Rainbow
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• Guaranteed safe from stains
• Wear-resistant
• Not a chemical treatment
• Hygienic

Hey, don’t worry,  
it’s StainSafe®!

SILVERSTONE 
With its thickset multi-tone loop, StainSafe® Silverstone mirrors 
chunky cable-knits for a cosy feel that’s wonderfully inviting in 
any room. In natural tones, including stone-like greys, this bleach- 
cleanable carpet brings the super-size knitting trend to our famous 
StainSafe® collection.

cozy 
living

 CONSTRUCTION 1/2” loop pile 
 PILE MATERIAL 100% PP Stainsafe 
 PILE WEIGHT Ca. 1.180 g/m²

Clean with bleach
Thanks to our easy clean fibre technology, 
this carpet can be cleaned safely with a diluted 
bleach solution (1-in-10 parts).

new 
colours

NOBLE HEATHERS
This enduring Saxony is now available 
in a new palette of trend-led colour-
ways and natural tones for today’s 
homes. 

 CONSTRUCTION 5/32” saxony  
 PILE MATERIAL 100% PP Stainsafe 
 PILE WEIGHT Ca. 1.050 g/m2

SCANDIC
With a clever loop-pile that creates 
a woven fabric look, StainSafe® 
Scandic brings the rich texture loved 
in craft-inspired Scandi schemes 
with a range of bleach-cleanable 
neutral tones. 

 CONSTRUCTION 5/32” loop pile 
 PILE MATERIAL 100% PP Stainsafe 
 PILE WEIGHT Ca. 520 g/m²

new 

look

warranty
 comes on

 all 

stainsafe® pro
ducts

a big hit 
product

WEAR WARRANTY STAIN WARRANTY

www.stain-safe.com
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Make a new dream room with the fresh designs of Fantasy, 
our collection of super-soft and super-shine carpets. With jewel 
colours and royal tones, the silk look of Fantasy brings a touch 
of majestic elegance to the home. 

Soft & Shiny

in the 
spotlight

ALCAZAR 
Capture the mystery of Arabian nights 
with Alcazar, an elegant velvet using 
quality Leonis yarn for its exquisite 
silk look in 10 rich colours. 

 CONSTRUCTION 1/10” cut pile saxony 
 PILE MATERIAL 100% PP Leonis 
 PILE WEIGHT Ca. 2.200 g/m²

so soft  

& shiny

FORTRESS 
Make a home a castle of luxury with 
Fortress, a delightful heavyweight velvet 
crafted from 100% PP Leonis yarn in 
a variety of regal colourways. 

 CONSTRUCTION 1/10” cut pile saxony 
 PILE MATERIAL 100% PP Leonis 
 PILE WEIGHT Ca. 1.500 g/m²

fantasy 

living

S O F T
Supersoft LEONIS® yarn 

for lasting softness and a 
graceful silken sheen

C A R I N G
Bleach cleanable 

StainSafe® fibre for  
worry-free living

S T R O N G
Enduring two-ply yarn  

for lasting performance  
in busy family homes L E O N I S C A R P E T . C O M

The Leonis® family of supersoft 
carpets has been expanded 

with the birth of two new styles.

The enduring quality of Newport brings a saxony that’s 
ideal for today’s busy family homes. With the stain- 

resistance of supersoft Leonis® fibre, this carpet comes in 
trend-focused hues and features an elegant look. 

N E W P O R T
1 / 8  " S O F T  

P L A I N  S A X O N Y
1 5  Y E A R  S T A I N  

W A R R A N T Y
4 + 5  m 

W I D T H

Gloriana sets a sophisticated new look for the Leonis® 
collection with its soft and silken two-tone yarn bringing 
a beautiful and captivating effect. Benefitting from the 

stain-resistance and bleach cleanability of Leonis® fibre, 

G L O R I A N A
1 / 8  " S O F T  

H E A T H E R  S A X O N Y 
1 5  Y E A R  S T A I N  

W A R R A N T Y

new 
products

discover t
he  

products &
 warrant

ies 
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Find out more about the other collec-
tions of Wild Luxury (‘Natural Embrace’, 

‘Bold Indulgence’ and Savage Abundance) on 
the website:

www.wildluxury-carpets.com

TIP

Indulge in the richness of Vivid Opulence. This sumptuous 
style comes in a striking palette of colours and adds a warm 
hue to your favourite space. Experience untamed softness 
and luxuriant shine, enhanced by a fierce durability.

Vivid opulence

 CONSTRUCTION 5/64" Saxony 
 PILE MATERIAL 100% PA IMPREL® OPAL 
 PILE WEIGHT Ca. 1.800 g/m²

launched 
in 2019

Wealthy Gathering brings in memories of frosty land-
scapes and winter sunsets. Its delicate hues are timeless 
and complement every interior, while the superior yarn 
quality spoils you with exquisite softness. 

Embrace the natural touch of Earthy Privilege. This design 
 harmoniously blends a sublime look with elegant colours. 
Exceptional thanks to its refined structure and high-quality yarn, 
Earthy Privilege creates a sense of warmth anywhere in your home.

Wealthy Gathering

Earthy Privilege

 CONSTRUCTION 1/10" Refined Saxony 
 PILE MATERIAL 100% PA IMPREL® OPAL 
 PILE WEIGHT Ca. 2.300 g/m²

 CONSTRUCTION 9/64" Loop pile 
 PILE MATERIAL 100% PA IMPREL® OPAL 
 PILE WEIGHT Ca. 1.150 g/m²

 NEW 

construct
ion

new 
product
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www.eternity-carpet.com

LAUNCHED 

IN 2019

Primrose
Primrose charms not only 
with a beautiful presence, 
but with a supersmooth 
touch that breathes relax-
ation into your interior. Its 
timeless colour palette 
creates sophisticated looks 
that compliment any type of 
style or design.

 CONSTRUCTION 1/10” Saxony 
 PILE MATERIAL 100% PA Imprel®  
Finesse Solution Dyed 
 PILE WEIGHT Ca. 1.430 g/m²

Lily
Defined by a graceful construction and impres-
sive quality, Lily wows with magnificent flooring 
in refined colours. Made to resist stains as well 
as sunlight, homeowners can enjoy the unmis-
takable splendour for years to come.

 CONSTRUCTION 1/10” Saxony 
 PILE MATERIAL 100% PA Imprel® 
Finesse Solution Dyed 
 PILE WEIGHT Ca. 935 g/m²

10 years 
stain-free

Infinite 
light fastness

20 years 
wear warranty

Everlasting 
softness

Eternal bleach 
cleanability

Take a moment and imagine the delicate, 
light touch of blossoming flowers in the spring. 

The luxurious soft carpet range of Eternity 
presents an ode to nature. Crafted from 

sustainable 100% Solution Dyed fibres branded 
Imprel® Finesse these floors feature high stain- & 

sunlight resistance for years to come. 

discover the new 

eternity website

Magnolia
Subtle in colour, strong in serenity. Magnolia 
captivates with a gentle softness and homely 
comfort. Effortlessly evoke intimate vibes 
thanks to these distinctive features, even in 
spacious settings.

 CONSTRUCTION 3/16” Saxony 
 PILE MATERIAL 100% PA Imprel® 
Finesse Solution Dyed 
 PILE WEIGHT Ca. 1.980 g/m²

preview

 CONSTRUCTION 1/10” Saxony 
 PILE MATERIAL 100% PA Imprel® Finesse Solution Dyed 
 PILE WEIGHT Ca. 2.200 g/m²

new 
products

Mimosa
Mimosa differentiates itself through a 
uniquely textured appearance. With an 
array of striking tones, this carpet style was 
designed to introduce a 
natural aesthetic and add 
character to spaces. 

 CONSTRUCTION 1/10” Loop pile 
 PILE MATERIAL 100% PA Imprel® 
Finesse Solution Dyed 
 PILE WEIGHT Ca. 715 g/m²

The luminous effect of Amarylliss is 
beyond doubt its most powerful asset. 
A mix of bright and warmer tones make 
up this collection which, just like the 
flower, requires minimal maintenance 
and assures long-lasting beauty. 

Amaryllis
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This carpet collection is connected by 
name to one of the softest fibres known to 
date. And rightfully so, as these luxurious 
fabrics breathe an abundance of comfort. 

 CONSTRUCTION 1/8” Saxony 
 PILE MATERIAL 100% micro polyester  
Solution Dyed 
 PILE WEIGHT Ca. 1.540 g/m²

 CONSTRUCTION 3/16” Saxony 
PILE MATERIAL micro PES Solution Dyed & 
PA Imprel® Opal 
 PILE WEIGHT Ca. 2.175 g/m²

Silky Lush

Cotton Fuse
Effortlessly create a snug atmosphere. 
Cotton Fuse’s dreamy nude tones 
lusciously correspond with its delicate feel 
and resilient quality. 

LAUNCHED 

IN 2019

new 
product

Lighter than a feather’s touch, gentler 
than a whispering spring breeze and 
more cushy than a pair of baby cheeks 
these collections grant the softest touch 
you’ve ever experienced.

MARILYN

audrey

marilyn

Uniquely sumptuous with a sense of nostalgia, the velvet trend lies at the heart 
of Legacy. Beloved for decades for its endless versatility, this style elevates 
playful and lively as well as the most minimalist spaces. Fall for the snugness 
and depth created through a bold selection of rich, contrasting tones. 

Step into a world of eye-catching wealth and 
comfort with Marilyn. Luxuriant shine meets 
swinging contemporary colours, ensuring 
that extra bit of oomph in any type of interior.

Inspired by Hollywood’s golden age, 
Audrey exudes elegance and sophistication. 
The velvety softness of these floorings 
is wonderfully complemented by classy, 
monochromatic hues.

new 
products

 CONSTRUCTION 5/64” Velours 
 PILE MATERIAL 100% PA Imprel®  
 PILE WEIGHT Ca. 825 g/m²
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Fresh design, young style 
and quality yarn for best 
comfort – the new carpet 
collection ‘Ritzy funky 
living’ has it all. 

Colourful with an elegant cloud pattern, Serenade 
can be used to relieve the sea of grey and white 
in new homes. Its timeless appeal creates a 
spectacular floor space in harmony with different 
interior decoration styles. 

new 
colours

 CONSTRUCTION 1/8" Saxony printed 
 PILE MATERIAL 100% PA Imprel®  
 PILE WEIGHT Ca. 770 g/m²

New Scroll Designs
Striking, trendy patterns with a modern appeal to create 
spectacular floor spaces. Discover new designs on the 
following shows & events or in our showroom

 17

Serenade new

 CONSTRUCTION 5/32" Saxony silky shine 
 PILE MATERIAL 100% PA Imprel® Finesse  
 PILE WEIGHT Ca. 2.500 g/m²

Soft and luxurious with a silk-like look. Soft and luxurious with a silk-like look. 
The innovative IMPRELThe innovative IMPREL®® fibres give Satino fibres give Satino®®  
Carpets exquisite comfort and a cosy feel perfect Carpets exquisite comfort and a cosy feel perfect 
for today’s luxurious and style savvy homes.for today’s luxurious and style savvy homes.

Please see website to find extensive 
information on Satino.

www.satinocarpets.com

TIP

EXCEPTIONALLY
SOFT TO THE TOUCH

SILK-LIKE
SHIMMER

FINEST
CONSTRUCTION

EXCELLENT WEAR
PERFORMANCE

BEST
RESILIENCE

Royale
Incredibly soft and with a unique look that’s 
perfect in creating a really luxurious and inviting 
finish, it ties everything together beautifully. 
Satino Royale is a carpet that’s in perfect harmony 
with our interior.

 CONSTRUCTION 1/10" Saxony silky look 
 PILE MATERIAL 100% PA Imprel® Finesse  
 PILE WEIGHT Ca. 1.650 g/m²

Satino Romantica features gorgeous aesthetics 
bringing a really on-trend vibe in subtle shades. 
Not only does it look fabulous, but it’s wonderfully 
soft to walk upon too, bringing a sense of luxury 
and comfort to any flooring.

Romantica

new 
colours

 CONSTRUCTION 5/64" Saxony silky look 
 PILE MATERIAL 100% PA Imprel® Finesse  
 PILE WEIGHT Ca. 800 g/m²

Avelino's updated colour range suprises with 
a well balanced mix of soft tones & trending 

shades. A vaste choice elevating any flooring 
space & create a tactile spot. 

Perfect for kicking back and relaxing. 

Avelino
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e-ssential
THE ELEMENTARY COLLECTION

In one place we find everything  
essential to our existence: nature.  
An oasis of inspiration and comfort,  

e-ssential introduces new carpet styles  
such as e-blitz & e-strike. 

Lucite & tr
ansparent

interiors d
iverge

from extr
avagance.

DIGITALLY PRINTED ON  
OUR NEW CLOTH ‘SCIROCCO’

In an attempt to take minimalism a step further, designers adore to 
create interior spaces animated by see-through decor. Transparent 
items make places look bright because they reflect natural light 
giving a visual effect of brightness and amplitude.

A backlash from the increasingly extravagant decor wave, this 
ultra-minimalism speaks to a desire to do away with hard attempts at 
ornamentation in favor of simplicity & effortlessness.

Choose to create collection

e-weave
Nature keeps on meeting moder-
nity in e-weave, as the collection 
welcomes 3 new minimalistic 
tones displaying elegance that 
never goes out of style.

we added 3 new colours 73
94

90
Discover all  

new e-ssentials  
in our showroom.

PREVIEW

e-blend
2 colours blend into a new texture loop pile 
that features a woven aspect and a dense, 
performance surface. A highly functional 
carpet offering a range of design possibitities. 

CONSTRUCTION  
1/10” Loop pile
PILE MATERIAL  
100% PA Solution Dyed
PILE WEIGHT 540 g/m²
CLASSIFICATION class 33

CONSTRUCTION  
1/10” Loop pile
PILE MATERIAL  
100% PA Solution Dyed
PILE WEIGHT 540 g/m²
CLASSIFICATION class 33

e-blitz
Solution-dyed nylon delivers impressive performance 
to the  mottled texture of e-blitz. A timeless look that 
brings the essence of flooring in a ranging colour 
palette embracing rich colour and practical neutrals.

in the 
spotlight

striking 

design
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F r o m  f i s h i n g  n e t s 
t o  c a r p e t

metallic 

glaze

 CONSTRUCTION 1/10” loop 
 PILE MATERIAL 100% PA 6 
 PILE WEIGHT Ca. 690 g/m²

digital 

existence

 CONSTRUCTION Minituft 5/64” loop 
 PILE MATERIAL 100% ECONYL® yarn 
 PILE WEIGHT Ca. 640 g/m²

luxe touch

 CONSTRUCATION 1/10” cut pile frisé 
 PILE MATERIAL ECONYL® yarn + PA 6 
 PILE WEIGHT Ca. 1.300 g/m²

Delight is a three-strong collection of 
extraordinary wall-to-wall carpets  

to lift hospitality, leisure and commercial interiors 
with shimmering effects and subtle metallics. 

Brilliant designs for 
dazzling spaces. 

Did you know we’ve used the 100% regenerated 
ECONYL® nylon yarn to design both BlazeW2W 
and GleamW2W, part of the Delight collection?

The high-grade ECONYL® nylon yarn is derived from 
recovered fishing nets and other waste materials that 
are regenerated through the ECONYL® Regeneration 
System by Aquafil, Europe’s premier manufacturer of 
PA 6 carpet fibre.

Recovering ghost fishing nets is made possible by 
Healthy Seas®, a cross-sector initiative created by 
two NGOs and two businesses, among which Aquafil, 
that have joined forces to tackle the problem of 
marine litter.

FOR MORE INFO, VISIT WWW.HEALTHYSEAS.ORG  
AND WWW.ECONYL.COM

m a d e  w i t h 

1 o o %  r e g e n e r a t e d  y a r n 

BLAZE W2W 553

Delight is our 
sophisticated 
response to  
the mixed metallic 
trend.

— What inspired the idea for a 
metallic-look collection? 
We have noticed that the line 
between residential and commer-
cial spaces is becoming 
blurred. That’s why we 
wanted to respond to 
this trend with a new 
collection. However, 
in contrast to the 
bold presence of 
metallic shine in 
interiors, we trans-
lated it into a subtle 
gloss that gives the 
Delight collection a timeless 
and luxurious character. 

— How is the metallic effect in 
the carpet created? 
We experimented with dull and 
glossy yarns to create a sophisti-

cated shine. The combination of 
both types of yarn allowed us to 
represent the metallic effect subtly 
and more alluringly. Our plan was 
to do this for several products, 
each having their own look. The 3 
designs are tied together by their 
similar colour palette and different 
but compatible textures, which 
also allows them to be mixed & 
matched, one of the strengths of 
arc edition’s collections. 

BlazeW2W was inspired by the digital 
pixel rain. It combines the minimal 
design of a minituft with a subtle 
shine and an irregular yarn pattern. 

Inspired by the lush and luxurious 
residential carpets, GleamW2W offers 
a rich and dense carpet. It invites 
you to take off your shoes and feel 

its softness. When you walk on it, 
the long piles lie in different 

directions, providing a 
deep texture and a 
colour-changing effect 
that we love. By adding 
black yarns to the dull 
and glossy yarns, we 

created an even more 
intense and aged colour 

effect. 

For SparkW2W, we started with a 
layer of colour and put a subtle 
metallic effect on top. The colour 
palette allows you to go for a tone-
on-tone look, or to create a bold 
colour combination.

Discover the story of  
the Delight collection

— How can Delight’s colour palette 
be described?
Metallic chic is all about rich and deep 
colours. For Delight, we based our 
colour palette on the main metallic 
hues like gold, copper, silver and 
rose gold, to which rich and trending 
colours were added. From the start of 
the design process, we kept in mind 
that the 3 products should be mixed 
& matched and thus be designed in 
similar colours.

INTERVIEW
Mixing metals by combining deep colours and different 
textures and metallic finishes, has been an edgy interior 
and fashion trend for some time. Delight is arc edition’s 
sophisticated response to the mixed metallic trend.
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A new concept in high-performance textile floors, W2W & Tiles, 
synergises arc edition, modulyss and LCT Pro, the commercial 
flooring brands of the Balta Group. Mix & match!

TILESW2W

e-major SQR

e-major

Skandinavian Style

Our finest weave, with a linen-like 
feel. This durable two-tone combo 
adds a soothing calm to any busi-
ness or hospitality space. 

Revealed on catwalks of the world’s 
best fashion houses, the metallic 
trend has filtered to commercial 
spaces in Metallic Marvel.

Modern finishes, design classics 
and worn-effects come together 
for the eclectic approach of 
Vintage Vibes, a relaxing and 
warming feel from the ground up.

opposite tiles

e-weave

Back to Basics

Vintage Vibes

e-WEAVE (W2W) | OPPOSITE (TILES)

e-major (W2W) | e-major SQR (TILES)

ALETHEA (W2W) | PATCHWORK (TILES)

DELIGHT | BLAZE (W2W & TILES), GLEAM (W2W & TILES), SPARK (W2W & TILES)

ALETHEA: difficult 
slopes are easier 

with w2W

Spark tilesSpark

PATCHWORK 
tiles

Metallic Marvel

This resistant level-
loop pile in a subtle 
grain effect brings 
a contemporary 
aesthetic to high-
traffic areas such as 
hotel lobbies and 
airport halls.

more inspiring 
colours  

on website
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Luxury Carpet Tiles provide textile comfort 
underfoot and give you the possibility to create 

the floor pattern that fits your interior. 

THE FUTURE 
IS MODULAR

Mix & match

Walk on air every time you step indoors with 
ComfyBack, a recycled felt backing that makes 
our Luxury carpet tiles as comfortable as your 
favourite pair of sneakers. 

DIVA  
new colours

...light & comfortable.

a new carpet tile backing...

Primrose SQR charms not only with a beautiful presence, 
but with a supersmooth touch that breathes relaxation 
into your interior. Its timeless colour palette creates sophis-
ticated looks that compliment any type of style or design. 
This floor offers amazing ways to create a statement & 
bring energy to a room. explore the  

new 'LCT HOME' range
In our showroomPRIMROSE SQR 

CONSTRUCTION 1/10” Saxony 
PILE MATERIAL 100% PA Imprel® Finesse Solution Dyed 
PILE WEIGHT Ca. 1.430 g/m²

Luxury Carpet Tiles present a new HOME collection, with products 
giving a sense of wellbeing & comfort. Patterned or plain, their 
beautiful surfaces transform flooring spaces, invite to create 
individual floor plans, mix & match colours and change the set-up 
as you like. LCT Home – a trendy vibe in cozy interiors.

Mix & match

new 
product
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e-force SQR
A deep and inviting twist pile carpet in a two-tone 
effect, e-force SQR brings classic style to commer-
cial spaces. With a broad range of colours that resist 
stains and won’t fade in sunlight.

e-major SQR
A level-loop pile in a subtle grain effect, e-major 
SQR brings a contemporary aesthetic that minimises 
the appearance of footprints. Remarkably resistant 
to sunlight and easy to clean.

CONSTRUCTION Tufting 1/10” twist pile
PILE MATERIAL 100% PA solution dyed
PILE WEIGHT Ca. 1.270 gr/m²

CONSTRUCTION Tufting 1/10” textured loop
PILE MATERIAL 100% PA solution dyed
PILE WEIGHT Ca. 640 gr/m²

e-major SQR 32, 96

e-force SQR 93, 97

new 
products

PULL

+

+

STEP 1
tools

STEP 2
switch off underfloor heating

STEP 4
check & level substrate

STEP 5
remove dirt

STEP 7
install carpet tiles 
with Flex Fitters

STEP 6
determine starting point

STEP 8
cut the tiles (if needed) 

STEP 9
press the carpet in 
order to fix

STEP 3
open & remove boxes

24h
acclimatisation

Let’s get started !

  Also check 
  the Flex Fitters 

Video

Glue-free installation  
of carpet tiles & planks

2. add Flex Fitters1. cut the tiles

1/2

1/2

starting point

90°
sticky side up!
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&-collection
The &-collection is our long-running coordinated approach to the way  
we design carpet tiles. Bold & vibrant, sophisticated & luxurious;  
& is a  collection of carpet tiles that bring personality to every space.  
Each year we create a new design to extend the collection, offering 
new variations in pattern,  texture and colour. 

The colour palette of Fluid& includes luscious 
tones of ochre, green, blue, rust and grey. 
Harmonising beautifully with all products in the 
&- collection; the colour, pattern and textures of 
Fluid& can be used alongside the subtle linear 
texture of Fashion& or the vintage velvet look of 
Velvet& for a beautiful tone on tone effect.

Fluid& 306, Fashion& 105, 206, Velvet& 213 Fluid& 306, Fashion& 832, Velvet& 283

Fluid& c
omes 

in six s
hades

new 
product

Fluid& 604, Velvet& 616

Fluid& 569, Fashion& 512

luscious 
colours

Fluid&
The newest addition to the coordinated 
&-collection, is a mind-blowing carpet tile range 
that brings a bold splash of colour, elevating the 
look of commercial spaces. 

Fluid& is inspired by the organic, free-flowing 
aesthetic of adding paint to water. It reflects 
natural fluidity and rejects any need for flawless 
precision. In fact, it embraces the opposite: 
Fluid& is perfectly imperfect in its approach to 
pattern.
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Fluid& 604

Fashion& new natural style

Velvet& 541, 573

Fashion& 950, 979, 936, 332, 990, 961

Fluid& 224, Fashion& 105, Fashion&206, Velvet& 213

Fashion&
Fashion& uses the power of colour upon a 
 timeless base for a look that adds personality 
to any space.

more ins
piration?

   check
 our 

lookbook
!

mix & 
match

Although all the designs in the &-collection can 
be used in mesmerising singularity, they are 
developed to coordinate perfectly and create 
stunning layouts when mixed & matched.

www.modulyss.com/getinspired

&-collection

Velvet&
Velvet& carpet tiles define opulence through lavish 
textural contrast and rich colours combining for the 
look of  elegant,  time-worn velvet. 

Our Velvet& collection won the 
‘Special Mention’ award in the 
Building and Elements category of 
the German Design Awards 2019.
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INDOOR & 
OUTDOOR USE

Our liners and non-wovens in different weights, and 
with various structures and finishing are processed by 
TIER 2 customers into structural parts such as: wheel 
arch liners, under shields, luggage compartments, 
passenger compartments and technical liners. 

Our products mainly are made out of PP, PES or 
a blend of both materials. 

The products are perfectly suited for 
your marketing campaigns, sport 
events and trade shows, both outdoor 
and indoor (flame retardant M1/Bfl-s1/
Cfl-s1 range available).

100% polyester banners and floorcov-
erings in large format, up to 5m, suited 
for most roll to roll digital & screen 
printers, are offered.

Finally, due to our vertical integration, 
our extensive know-how and our 
sophisticated quality control system, 
we can guarantee the highest print 
quality and the most competitive 
price.

Carpets, cam carpets, flags , banners... our printing 
cloth is an ideal solution for high-resolution digital 
printing. CAPTIQS® Printing is supplying textile 
print media for the soft signage market.

banners up 
to 5m

outdoor printing 
cloth

Large format  
textile print media

Compared to the classic vinyl 
sheets our TEXTILE BANNERS 
offer the following benefits:

•  lighter & easier to install
•  environmentally friendly 

(PVC-free & recyclable)
•  better tear resistance
•  air permeable (wind gusts)
•  textile ‘look & feel’ 
•  velcro receptive

XPO, our event carpet range
XPO FLAT and XPO MAT with rib structure 
are the perfect temporary floorcovering for 
exhibitions, sporting events, parties, trade 
shows, etc. A fast respond time, trustful 
stocklevels and high quality product 
offering make Captiqs a premium and 
 reliable partner to our customers. 

• pile material: in house polypropylene 
fibres

•  color range: 31 colours
•  standard widths: 200-400 cm – other 

widths available on request

XPO DESIGN brings five high-definition 
720dpi digital designs that raise the bar in 
creating inspiring floor spaces for events, 
exhibitions and trade-shows. 

•  100% recycled PES needlepunch 
construction

•  5 designs available from 800m2:  
parquet, backstreet, sport grass,  
carrara, cobblestone

•  versatile 200cm width
•  anti-slip gel foam backing
•  easy to install, handle & store

CAPTIQS® Automotive proves itself as a reliable partner 
for Automotive non-woven solutions. 

Automotive solutions

XPO DESIGN COBBLESTONE

XPO FLAT

CAR 
CARPETS

LUGGAGE 
COMPARTMENTS

WHEEL ARCH 
LINERS
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Balta’s NEW GENERATION RUGS are...

which makes them...

WATCH 
THE MOVIE

machine washable  
& tumble dryer-proof

& even CLUMSY-proof

Outdoor living
More and more people get convinced of 
the advantages of outdoor rugs (which 
of course can also be used inside). They 
serve as a protection of the outdoor 
flooring, they are a cold barrier for bare 
feet on too hot dark terrace tiles during 
summer and they prevent tripping on wet 
slippery porches.

Wide range
Balta home offers a very wide range of 
outdoor rugs, from natural looking all-over 
flat weave patterns, to bright coloured, 
trendy designs in low pile constructions. 
Since Balta home introduced exciting 
colours and designs a few years ago, in 
the – until then – rather characterless 
world of outdoor rugs, this product cate-
gory is booming in Southern Europe.

Easy to clean
Thanks to the durable, UV-protected, 
manmade material and the water perme-
able construction, the high-qualitative 
Balta home outdoor rugs are very easy 
to clean and resist all weather conditions. 

new 
products

easy to clean suitable for 
floorheating

UV protectedweft used as 
face value

in- & outdoor100% PP

WATCH THE MOVIE

Do you know our  
in- & outdoor rugs?

easy to clean suitable for 
floorheating

UV protectedweft used as 
face value

in- & outdoor100% PP

WATCH THE MOVIE

Do you know our  
in- & outdoor rugs?

Balta home is 
the ‘Champion of 

outdoor rugs’. 
watch the 

movie

Expanding the indoor home feeling to the 
outdoor area is very trending in Europe the last 
couple of years. Outdoor rugs are a perfect 
add-on to instantly boost the coziness of the 
outdoor living space. 

OUTDOOR 
RUGS INDOOR 

RUGS 
are trending Washable

www.balta-home.com



We wish you all a sustainable & 
prosporous 2020. Our innovations 
will put you on the right track!

Don’t miss out!

December 2019 | by


